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Mysilo & Neco mixed flow grain dryers are vertical type having opposite
and concurrent airflows. Thanks to the channels in the dryer, the grain is
dried by passing through the hot air. In the meantime, the moisture is
exhausted through the ducts to the outside. Within this feature, multiple
heating zones at high temperature, better energy efficiency and the
most important, the desired moisture content after drying are provided.
Mysilo & Neco grain dryers have two different operation modes. "Continuous mode" is the type of drying with continuous grain flowing. "Batch
mode" is the type of drying without continuous flowing and loading
unloading at regular intervals.
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Superior Design
Perforated sheets are not used on Mysilo & Neco grain dryers design to
exhaust the hot air. Moisture is exhausted by hot air passage through the
grain with triangular shaped grain columns. With this design, the grain is
prevented from direct contact with the flame and grain quality is maintained. In dryer design, screens are not used to prevent the plug of
screens and providing low cost and high efficiency. Unlike other grain
dryers these features are some of the differences of Mysilo & Neco grain
dryers from the others in the market.
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Silent and Efficient Operation
Industrial burners and fans are used on Mysilo & Neco grain dryers to
provide required airflow. Burners and fans are designed for silent operation with maximum efficiency and minimum energy consumption. High air
flow is achieved at low speeds preventing the noise and vibration. Highquality equipment and components based on the latest technology are
used on Mysilo & Neco grain dryers.
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Kernel-Kernel Consistency
Mysilo & Neco grain dryers prevent extreme dryness or grain cracking
resulting from high temperature exposures. Thanks to the unique design
of the grain columns, grain and the temperature are evenly distributed on
the machine. As a result of the field research, it has been shown that
mixed-flow driers provide greater efficiency than the other types of
dryers. Mysilo & Neco grain dryers allow you to have unique product
quality.

Modular Design
Mysilo & Neco dryers are offered with tiers. One dryer section consists of
3 up to 6 tiers. Mysilo & Neco dryers have a unique modular design allowing capacity expansion in the future and easy installation at site. If capacity expansion is desired in the future, then all the details such as layout,
fuel and energy consumptions should be taken into consideration in
advance.
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Safety
Mysilo & Neco dryers’ burner flame controls are made by
Honeywell flame safety relays controlling constantly the air
flow, temperature and the presence of the flame. Honeywell
Flame safety relays are designed to stop the operation of all
burners in an emergency. Honeywell ultraviolet flame detectors and the burner controllers make a more efficient control
over the burners.

More Flexibility on Drying Process
Thanks to the adjustable flap mechanism in the lower section,
normal air flow could be applied to the desired tiers and also
additional cooling zones could be used for the desired tiers on
request. Each tier could fully be heated or cooled during the
operation, giving a great advantage compared to the competitors’ dryers. Thanks to having multiple burners, each one could
be operated individually with different temperatures allowing
operation flexibility.
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PLC Screen Features
Fully licensed products are used for Mysilo & Neco dryers. PLC touch screen is offered as standard. Thanks to Commander dryer control software designed as simple and easy-to-use; all the
data could be viewed in detail. A regular operator or technician could operate the dryer in a very
simple way with the selections such as timer, burner / fan on/off etc. These features provide the
operator trouble shooting advantage.
The moisture content in the product can be seen by means of Dryer Master moisture sensors.
Dual sensor usage on the dryer product inlet and outlet provides superior moisture control and
the moisture content could be seen on the exit of the product.
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Fuel and Energy Features
Natural Gas or LPG fuels are used for Mysilo & Neco dryers. The Natural gas fueled
type dryer is the standard and it should be specified on ordering process if the dryer
fuel is desired as LPG. Mysilo & Neco dryers are environmentally friendly products
working with both fuel types. However, the natural gas fuel option offers more
economical consumption.
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Mixed Flow vs. Typical Screen Dryer

Mysilo&Neco Mixed Flow Dryer

Typical Screen Dryer

No Screens To Clean.

Plugged Screens.

No Screens To Change With
Different Grains.

Screen Changes For Different
Grains.

Multiple Heating and Cooling
Zones.

One Heat & Cool Zone.

Kernel-Kernel Consistency.

Some Kernels Over-dry. Some
Kernels Under-dry.

Lower Overall Kernel Temps

Higher Overall Kernel Temps.

Reduced Cooling Rates – Less
Cracking.

Faster Cooling Rates – More
Cracking.

Listed Capacities Remain
Constant Throughout Drying.

Listed Capacities Reduced By
Plugging & Cleaning Screens.
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